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Good morning. The proper way for me to start this talk would be to thank you for inviting me to 
give it and say how pleased I am to do so.  
  
While I’m indeed grateful for the invite, I’d be lying if I said I’m unqualifiedly pleased to address 
FFOG—something I did initially when I was half my current age and have been honored but not 
wholly pleased to do several times since. 
  
Truth be told, FFOG is a tough audience, or at least it’s always seemed so to me, with the stress 
of crafting talks worthy of FFOG rising as the years pass and I recognize increasingly that what I 
don’t know about investing and markets dwarfs what I do know, and that some things I’d like to 
know about such things are unknowable—by me or indeed anyone. 
  
That said, having stewarded Other People’s Money in one capacity or another since the mid-80s, 
I have learned at least some useful things about investing over the years, including the chief 
lesson of a fine book that’s been republished an impressive seven times since its initial release in 
1985: Winning the Loser’s Game by Charley Ellis.  
  
Most of you know the book if not also Charley, who argues forcefully in it that the key challenge 
for investors seeking superior returns isn’t to make winning investments but rather to not make 
losing ones. 
  
Easier said than done, of course, given the difficulty most of us have recognizing mistakes as 
such until we’ve not only made them but paid a material price for doing so—financially, 
reputationally, or both. 
  
As applied to the peculiar profession of managing Other People’s Money, the paradoxical truth 
just cited—that investment pros generally get better at avoiding mistakes by making them—has 
a crucial corollary: whatever mistakes we make managing Other People’s Money or OPM must 
be right-sized—big enough to teach us a lasting lesson, but not so big we get ditched by actual 
or hoped-for clients who behold such goofs as indelible proof that we can’t manage money 
effectively.  
  
I used the verb behold just now to highlight another truth about money management, namely 
that investment skill, like risk, generally lies in the eyes of the beholder.  
  
Before diving into the main part of this talk—a rundown of mistakes I’m trying to avoid as my 
fledgling career as an investment pro unfolds—I’ll note that I confronted the truth that skill lies 
in the eyes of the beholder most directly on a memorable day during my tenure at GMO.  
 
The day began with a morning meeting in Manhattan with Princeton’s investment committee, 
whose uniformly distinguished members were delighted with the returns GMO had produced for 
Princeton, and ended with an afternoon meeting in Phoenix with a committee more or less 
convinced GMO had lost its way and would never regain it.  
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The irony in this tale is that the unhappy client out west held essentially the same GMO exposures 
as Princeton, but with a materially different and less charmed start date. 
 
Mindful as I was even as a young pup of fiduciaries’ natural tendency to seek safety in numbers, 
I deflected the generally nasty questions put to me in Phoenix by telling my inquisitors about the 
perfectly pleasant meeting I’d had with another committee earlier that day, dropping enough 
hints about the other client’s identity to prevent the one in Phoenix from firing GMO on the spot. 
  
Pivoting from fond memories of past triumphs, however modest, to the polar opposite, I’m going 
to roll through a carefully curated list of mistakes I’m working especially hard to avoid at present.  
 

 

 
                      

When crafting this list, I did my best to exclude any of the arresting array of mistakes documented 
by behavioral finance gurus with whom FFOG members as a group are surely  familiar—Daniel 
Kahneman, Richard Thaler, Michael Maboussin, Annie Duke and the like. Without question, the 
combined teachings of experts in human cognition like those just mentioned constitute essential 
study for investors of all stripes, and indeed table stakes for investment professionals worthy of 
that label.  
 
Whether any of the hazards I’m about to flag merit comparably serious study depends on their 
beholder, with each of you obviously being a better judge than me of their relevance to whatever 
investment programs you manage or help steward.  

Slide 1 
                          Mistakes I’m Trying To Avoid 
 
 1 — Don’t try serving multiple masters equally. 
 
 2 — Don’t waste time getting to no. 
 
 3 — Don’t mistake marketing schemes for asset classes. 
 
 4 — Don’t equate marketability with liquidity. 
 
 5 — Don’t presume outside views capture inner workings. 
 
 6 — Don’t overgeneralize. 
 
 7 — Don’t focus unduly on bits and bytes. 
 
 8 — Don’t make the job harder than it needs to be. 
 
 9 — Don’t make the job easier than it should be. 
 
10 — Don’t overlook your good fortune. 
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My hope is that the “reminders to self” I’ll be discussing will produce at least one actionable 
takeaway for each of you—and that we’ll all exit this session with a heightened sensitivity to 
avoidable error #10, which is both the most consequential and the most universal.  
 
Mistake #1 — Don’t try serving multiple masters equally. I’m not especially religious but 
I do worship clear thinking and writing including the Biblical injunction just conjured—one most 
investment policy statements or IPSs I’ve seen honor more in the breach than the observance. 
  

“No man can serve two masters, for either he will hate the one, and love the other; 
or else he will hold to the one, and despise the other.” 

  
If those words from the Gospel of Matthew don’t capture perfectly the chronic and often toxic 
tension between absolute and relative return goals in the management of most institutional funds, 
I don’t know what words could or would. 
  
What I do know, or rather have come to believe based on ample experience, is that the only 
truly effective means of curbing this tension is to adopt and implement faithfully written policies 
comprising two and ideally just two elements: one, a rank-ordered list of mission-critical risk 
parameters; and two, a return goal consistent with such limits. 
 
Question: how many IPSs fit the bill just described?  
 
Answer: not many, most being laden with enough legalese and operating minutiae to qualify 
them for the same treatment Winston Churchill accorded a beefy report that reached his prime 
ministerial desk one day: “This paper,” Churchill scribbled angrily on it, “by its very length, defends 
itself against ever being read.” 
 
Question: how can asset owners or hired guns like you and me distill the seemingly boundless 
array of risks meriting predetermined limits in policy statements into actionably brief lists of 
truly mission-critical parameters?  
 
Answer: by exploiting the happy fact that one or at most two such parameters typically subsume 
all others in practice, the first being an absolute risk parameter framed in drawdown terms, and 
the second—if and as needed—being a relative risk parameter framed in either peer group or 
market index terms. 
 
Question: how many words does it take to produce a policy statement fitting the bill just 
described?  
 
Answer: not many, with the most readily actionable and hence best investment policy statements 
known to me comprising not more words than my pick as the best policy statement of any kind 
ever crafted—Lincoln’s Gettysburg Address.  
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Not coincidentally, the model Investment Policy Statement I’ve just put on the screen (Slide 2) 
comprises 272 words—the precise number Lincoln used when vocalizing his first principles, or 
rather America’s, in Gettysburg seven score and 19 years ago this month. 
  
Question: how many asset owners or more importantly lawyers for same can get comfortable 
with IPSs as lean as the gem I’m showing here? 
 

Slide 2 
Illustrative Investment Policy Statement 

Purpose. This Statement governs deployment of the Foundation’s investable 
wealth. As circumstances warrant, the Board may declare that certain assets 
held by the Foundation shall be excluded from the Portfolio. 

Risk Parameters. The Portfolio’s capital shall be deployed in a manner that 
seeks to avoid 25% or greater peak-to-trough declines in inflation-adjusted 
unit values measured in real time based on best available data. While 
adhering to the primary risk parameter just described, the Portfolio’s 
deployment shall also (a) seek to avoid annualized underperformance of the 
mean return of $1+ billion endowments as reported by NACUBO exceeding 
3% over 5-year rolling periods and (b) satisfy at all times the liquidity 
constraints specified in the table below. 

Readily Reducible to Cash Within: Minimum 
Allocation 

One business day 5% of net assets 
One month (defined as 20 business days) 15% of net assets 
12 months (defined as 240 business days) 25% of net assets 
36 months (defined as 720 business days) 50% of net assets  

Return Objective. The Portfolio’s return objective is to maximize annualized 
returns net of all costs over 5-year rolling periods without violating the risk 
parameters specified above.  

Performance Evaluation. To facilitate the Board’s ongoing evaluation of 
Portfolio performance, staff shall provide the Board with quarterly reports 
detailing the evolving returns and drawdowns of a diverse range of mutually 
agreed upon investible benchmarks. The benchmarks so tracked shall as a 
group comprise the broadest identifiable universe of readily exploitable 
opportunities within which conscientious fiduciaries are deploying capital. 
Reported drawdowns for each benchmark shall reflect at a minimum the 
largest peak-to-trough decline it has undergone since the Board’s initial 
ratification of this Statement. 
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Answer: more than you might think, especially after the owners get some polite schooling as 
needed in the hidden dangers of asset class ranges and other so-called guardrails that clutter 
most IPSs—guardrails whose insensitivity to prevailing asset prices have caused not a few 
institutional investors adhering to them to drive right off a cliff. 
 
As an aside, I’ll note that as verifiably effective as the drawdown-centric policies I’ve come to 
favor might be, I think there’s an even better way to steward so-called permanent capital—a 
fecundity or yield-centric approach discussed at length in an essay that starts at page 47 of the 
Supplemental Materials accompanying this talk, which I’ll refer to henceforth with the single word 
“Supplement”.1 
 
Mistake #2 — Don’t waste time getting to no. I won’t take undue time discussing this 
potential gaffe, one that became my chief concern while helping an uber-wealthy family get better 
structured for investment success.  
 
The chief challenge that gig posed was one familiar to most of you: separating wheat from chaff 
in an effective yet reasonably efficient manner. The solution I crafted is shown on the screen 
(Slide 3) and provided in the Supplement—a framework for triaging opportunities that worked 

 
1 The essay referenced above—Notes from the Diamond #8: Room for Doubt—is posted at epsilontheory.com/room-
for-doubt. 

Slide 3 
Knowing Enough to Say No 

Threshold Questions. Recognizing that what we don’t know about this opportunity vastly 
exceeds what we do know, please spend not more than three hours gathering enough 
information to answer preliminarily the following questions: 

Q1 — Reason To Hold. Presuming for discussion purposes that every holding — current or 
potential — can logically be sorted into one of three categories based on the reason it is held 
or might be acquired, which of the following applies in this case: (a) total return (b) hedge—
deflation, inflation or both; or (c) two-fer (attractive total return plus hedge)? 

Q2 — Time Horizon. If all goes well with this investment, what’s the longest time horizon it 
might be plausibly be held? Please answer in months or years as circumstances warrant.  

Q3 — Expected Return. Over the time horizon just specified, assuming all goes well, what 
is this investment’s expected annualized net return?  

Q4 — Potential Impairment. Assuming things go poorly, what is a plausible guestimate of 
the resulting impairment of capital (% of initial investment lost)?  

Q5 — Next-Best Thing. If we couldn’t make this investment for some reason, what 
alternate available investment — actively-managed or rules-based — would provide exposure 
to substantially similar risks? 
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well when first applied and has become a valued device in my toolbox when helping other asset 
owners get better structured for investment success. 
 
Mistake #3 — Don’t mistake marketing schemes for asset classes. Like most of the 
potential gaffes I’ll be discussing, #3 is a familiar hazard for veteran investors, with some of us 
bearing scars for having shunned prematurely an especially clever marketing scheme 
masquerading as an asset class: the hugely heterogenous basket of stocks to which a Goldman 
Sachs salesman masquerading as a strategist infamously assigned the label BRICs—an acronym 
for Brazil, Russia, India and China.  
 
For good and predictable reasons, the “asset class” formerly known as BRICs is seldom treated 
as such these days, other marketing schemes having long ago supplanted BRICs as bogus but 
distressingly common line items in institutional portfolios.  
 
Strong words, I know, but valid ones for those of us who think words matter even more than 
numbers in the pursuit of investment excellence, and for whom the term “asset class” means 
something both precise and rare, namely a group of investable assets all of whose intrinsic 
values, as distinct from prices, are driven by truly common forces.  
 
Applying the test just outlined to mankind’s manifold stores of wealth, there ain’t many asset 
classes under the sun, with certain popular pretenders failing utterly to clear the bar, including 
“Alternative Assets”, “Hedge Funds”, “Infrastructure” and—wait for it—“Crypto”. 
 
I’ll have more to say about Crypto later—an opportunity set as distinct from asset class that, 
like the other pseudo-classes just mentioned, is heterogenous enough to contain both a fair 
number of assets worth buying at the right price, and a much larger number of potential 
investments not worth making at any price.  If what I’ve just said strikes you as the very definition 
of an inefficient market, I concur—and would be pleased to discuss offline innovative means that 
one manager known well to me, Sparkline Capital, is using in an effort to exploit such inefficiencies 
in a sustainably profitable manner.2 
 
Mistake #4 — Don’t equate marketability with liquidity. When crafting the list of avoidable 
mistakes discussed in this talk, I deliberately omitted a biggie known well to most of you whose 
dangers can’t be overstated: involuntary or forced sales to meet cash flow needs.  
 
To underscore the acute importance I ascribe to avoidance of this cardinal sin, I’ve provided in 
the Supplement and am showing on-screen (Slide 4 on next page) a second model IPS comprising 
a different approach to liquidity management than the first’s—an approach reflective of the 
bittersweet fact that our increasingly wired world is increasingly producing the proverbial market 
clearing price for everything.  
  
The sweet aspect of this deceptively important trend is obvious, namely the opportunity for 
diverse parties, including especially institutional LPs with active co-investment programs, to 
rejigger such programs’ holdings more readily than they could in the past.     

 
2 Full disclosure: I currently serve as Research Partner at Sparkline (sparklinecapital.com), which was founded by 
fellow GMO alum Kai Wu. 
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The bitter aspects of this trend are at least two-fold: first, sweet though it is for you and me to 
more readily monetize private investments whenever we want or need to do so, we don’t 
necessarily want certain  fellow holders of such investments to be equally privileged, with 
company founders or GPs we’ve funded being especially suspect parties to secondary 
transactions; second, many investments whose so-called non-marketable status formerly kept 
their apparent or reported price volatility within pleasing bounds are now properly viewed as 
marketable in the precise sense of that word, with real-time bids and offers if not also confirmed 
transactions putting the lie to traditional means of marking these holdings to market.  
  
The modern realities just referenced explain why my preferred approach to liquidity management, 
as reflected in v2 of the model IPS, assumes that a relatively broad array of holdings can be 
monetized on short order, regardless of their legal form, albeit at varying haircuts relative to what 
I’ve labeled their “best available valuation”. 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Slide 4 
Illustrative Investment Policy Statement v2 

 

Purpose. This Statement governs deployment of the Foundation’s investable 
wealth. As circumstances warrant, the Board may declare that certain assets 
held by the Foundation shall be excluded from the Portfolio. 
 
Risk Parameters. The Portfolio’s capital shall be deployed in a manner that 
seeks to avoid 25% or greater peak-to-trough declines in inflation-adjusted 
unit values measured in real time based on best available data. While 
adhering to the primary risk parameter just described, the Portfolio’s 
deployment shall also (a) seek to avoid annualized underperformance of the 
mean return of $1+ billion endowments as reported by NACUBO exceeding 
3% over 5-year rolling periods and (b) satisfy at all times the liquidity 
constraints specified in the table below. 
 
Readily Reducible to Cash Within: Minimum Allocation 
At >99% of best available valuation 15% of net assets 
At >95% of best available valuation 30% of net assets 
At >90% of best available valuation 45% of net assets 
At >85% of best available valuation 60% of net assets  

 
Return Objective. The Portfolio’s return objective is to maximize annualized 
returns net of all costs over 5-year rolling periods without violating the risk 
parameters specified above.  
 
Performance Evaluation. To facilitate the Board’s ongoing evaluation of 
Portfolio performance, staff shall provide the Board with quarterly reports 
detailing the evolving returns and drawdowns of a diverse range of mutually 
agreed upon investible benchmarks. The benchmarks so tracked shall as a 
group comprise the broadest identifiable universe of readily exploitable 
opportunities within which conscientious fiduciaries are deploying capital. 
Reported drawdowns for each benchmark shall reflect at a minimum the 
largest peak-to-trough decline it has undergone since the Board’s initial 
ratification of this Statement. 
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If you want to know precisely how I define “best available valuation” in practice, give me a ring 
and we can discuss the whys and wherefores off-line. 
 
Ditto for my preferred treatment of holdings that can’t be sold or transferred without third party 
approvals—essentially the only assets held by well-staffed institutional funds that are truly illiquid 
in today’s wired world. 
  
Strike that. For reasons known well by most of you, certain assets formerly and rightly viewed as 
highly liquid have been anything but that of late, the sorriest example being UK government 
bonds, some of which went essentially “no bid” during the initial days of Liz Truss’s brief tenure 
as prime minister. If that instance of market stress doesn’t catalyze careful contemplation of the 
true as distinct from apparent liquidity of any and all assets we’re privileged to steward, I don’t 
know what would.  
 
Mistake #5 — Don’t presume outside views capture inner workings. This one’s a biggie, 
in my opinion—an aspect of professional investing whose ubiquity, and occasional infamy, makes 
it especially worthy of mention here.  
 
I’ve labeled this mistake’s infamy occasional because its commission sometimes yields huge gains, 
as it did for investors with big bets on Amazon throughout its founder’s tenure as the firm’s CEO. 
For better or worse—and I have days when I incline to the latter—multiple investment vehicles I 
stewarded made tidy but unheroic gains on Amazon while Bezos ran the company, with all such 
positions getting sold far too early based on concerns that in hindsight were as unavoidably 
myopic as the sunnier views that caused such positions to get established in the first place. 
 
Of course, the folly of presuming outside views can or do capture organizations’ inner workings 
in a real time and hence actionable manner typically spawns pains rather than gains, with 
Facebook’s sordid dealings as revealed by Frances Haugen serving as a recent example of the 
phenomenon for stock-pickers and Pimco’s dysfunctional culture as revealed by Mary Childs 
exemplifying the problem for manager-pickers like my former self and many of you. 
 
Question: what’s the best way to cope with the known-unknown we’re discussing—the supreme 
challenge of knowing in real time the inner workings of organizations other than our own?  
 
My answer: broaden materially whatever range of potential outcomes you’re otherwise inclined 
to adopt, if not to the point of implausibility then to an extent just shy of it. 
 
Next question and a rather obvious one at that: what’s the best way to allocate capital when most 
opportunities being considered entail a prudently wide range of potential outcomes?  
 
My answer and perhaps an obvious one at that: focus on opportunities entailing asymmetric 
payoffs, where likely gains if such bets pay off outweigh likely losses if they don’t by a huge 
margin. 
 
Final question before turning to mistake #6: what assets or strategies provide potentially 
asymmetric payoffs at today’s prices?  
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My answer, and a concededly controversial one at that, has two parts. I’ll share part one here, 
noting the asymmetrically pretty payoffs available for investors in many well-managed companies 
domiciled in Japan, and will save part two—asymmetrically ugly payoffs—for my discussion of 
mistake #9. For remote viewers who are freer than those in the room to quit this talk early, I’ll 
note that the ugly asymmetry I’ll be discussing in connection with #9 involves fresh investments 
in companies whose future prosperity lies within the control of the Chinese Communist Party, de 
facto or de jure.   
 
Mistake #6 — Don’t overgeneralize. Though less witty by far than his predecessor 18 times 
removed, Abraham Lincoln, Dwight Eisenhower nonetheless served up several memorable quips 
during his presidency, including one I like to quote when confronted with certain dogmas about 
investing. “Every generalization,” Eisenhower quipped, “is false, including this one.”  
 
Mindful as I am that most of you have managed OPM for many years, I’m not going to waste 
your time nor mine falsifying perhaps the most frequently voiced generalization about the 
business of investing, namely that performance-based fees better align manager and client 
interests than asset-based ones. Rather, I’ll say simply that I’ve worked with many talented 
managers who think otherwise. So do I.  
 
I’m going to gloss over as well two generalizations that institutional investors as a group have 
also taken too far, at great cost measured in opportunity if not actual cash terms. Both focus on 
a good and useful thing just mentioned—cash—the first being the silly notion that the expected 
return on cash equals its projected income yield, irrespective of cash’s obvious optionality; and 
the second being the equally silly notion that equity-centric pay schemes better align employee 
and employer interests than cash-only alternatives. 
 
If you want to know why I deem these two notions silly, give me a ring.  
 
Ditto for the misguided notion that value investing is poised to do well over the foreseeable future 
despite or rather because it did poorly for many years prior to the broad market’s latest peak 
roughly a year ago. 
 
The reason I deem this notion misguided is because a truly comprehensive appraisal of the 
wealth-producing capacity of each and every public company available for purchase since so-
called value strategies commenced their long stretch of underperformance in the late Naughts 
could and indeed should have caused truly value-oriented investors to load up on relatively pricey 
stocks, by which I mean stocks sporting relatively high P/E and price-to-book ratios.  
 
Again, if you want more color on my concededly contrarian view that value strategies rightly 
defined and properly implemented have performed very well indeed since their alleged Waterloo 
in the late Naughts—just as they have for most of recorded stock market history—give me a ring.   
 
Mistake #7 — Don’t focus unduly on bits and bytes. This is also a biggie, or rather an 
especially seductive mistake one can make, given the vast riches that investment strategies 
focused on bits and bytes have produced on average since tech stocks as a group bottomed 20 
years ago.  
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Having just argued that value strategies rightly defined would’ve favored such stocks, I’ll note 
that the chief reason they’d have done so is because it’s proven relatively easy and shockingly 
inexpensive for well-managed companies producing primarily bits and bytes to become truly 
asset-rich, the assets in question comprising primarily intangible assets rooted in network effects. 
 
It doesn’t take the proverbial rocket scientist to recognize the merits of investing in companies 
laden with intangible assets of the sort just referenced. Nor does it take a genius scientist or more 
aptly a genius coder to recognize the merits of hitching one’s star to the wagon of what could 
and in my view likely will become the largest scale construct for generating and transferring value 
ever devised, namely Ethereum.  
 
Having just fulfilled my earlier pledge to pinpoint which asset within the opportunity set as distinct 
from asset class known as crypto I’m keenest to hold or ideally acquire anew at today’s prices—
i.e., ETH—I’ll wrap up my discussion of mistake #7 by pinpointing an analogous opportunity to 
exploit ongoing advances in the so-called real world: commercial spheres in which atoms rather 
than bits and bytes are the coins of the realm, so to speak, with a particular emphasis on 
biomanufacturing and synthetic biology.  
 
I’m no expert on either of these overlapping spheres—biomanufacturing and synthetic biology—
but I’ve spent at least as much time studying them as I have studying crypto, which is to say a 
lot, and I’m impressed by their potential to produce plump profits as well as certain much-needed 
public goods.  
 
More to the point being made, I’m impressed and in certain respects heartened by the relatively 
small fraction of institutional capital flowing into so-called alternative assets that’s making its way 
into ventures producing primarily atoms rather than bits and bytes. I’m heartened by the 
phenomenon just described because I’m allocating a decent dollop of my own scarcest resource 
to opportunities in biomanufacturing, that resource being not money of course but rather time.      
 
Mistake #8 — Don’t make the job harder than it needs to be. Speaking of time, I won’t 
devote much of it to mistake #8—not because it’s relatively unimportant or uncommon; far from 
it—but rather because I’ve written about its antecedents and dangers at some length in materials 
furnished in the Supplement.   
 
More specifically, I’ve furnished in the Supplement three essays I wrote for Epsilon Theory 
(exploring the perils of doing what many allocators have worked hard but unsuccessfully to do in 
their day jobs of late—namely, to “Be Like Yale—and I’ve also furnished a review of the late and 
great David Swensen’s seminal book on institutional investing that I wrote for Barron’s when the 
book was published initially in 2000. 
 
The Supplement also contains an essay expanding on the book review’s argument that trying to 
be like Yale constitutes an unnecessary evil for most allocators, including especially those poor 
souls among us most inclined to make Mistake #9.      
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Mistake #9 — Don’t make the job easier than it should be. Except for Mistake #1, this is 
the most common mistake among the ten I’ve flagged that I see allocators make recurringly.  
 
Like all other mistakes on my list except #1, #9 is also a mistake I’ve made repeatedly—one that 
manifests itself in at least two ways of presumed interest to this particular audience. 
 
First, as US-centric investors whose holdings have generally moved up and to the right over time, 
US-based institutions in general and endowed charities in particular have decided that market 
timing doesn’t work. They’re right. It doesn’t—at least not if one defines market timing the way 
I and other purists do, namely the frequent and material shifting of funds across asset class 
boundaries based on short-term return forecasts. 
 
The problem with uber-skeptical views on market timing as just defined is that it typically spawns 
uber-lazy tactics, by which I mean more or less complete agnosticism respecting the precise 
timing of portfolio adjustments of any and all kinds. 
 
As with my prior mentions of Ethereum, biomanufacturing and intangibles-focused stock 
investing, I won’t elaborate on means I’m using to combat the tactical failings just referenced for 
fear of violating FFOG rules on marketing. Rather, I’ll note simply that after guesstimating how 
much my relatively slothful tactics were costing my clients and me, I sought and found a better 
way—one that, perhaps unsurprisingly, relies heavily on outsourcing. 
 
The second manifestation of mistake #9 arguably meriting mention here is a doozie as well as a 
biggie, and is best described by recounting a chat I had recently with a CIO stewarding many 
billions of charitable dollars, a non-trivial fraction of which is invested in companies based in 
China, private as well as public.  
 
When I asked the CIO in question why the non-zero probability of a complete wipeout for 
geopolitical as distinct from commercial reasons didn’t render his Chinese equities imprudent 
per se, he replied that my question was above his pay grade—that he’s empowered if not 
incentivized by his overseers to own any if not all assets included in his benchmark, at whatever 
weight relative to that benchmark he deems optimal given prevailing prices. 
 
Forgive me, but I think that’s making an admittedly tough job easier than it should be—kinda like 
the path Jared Kushner took by leaning on his pal MBS to kick in what was purportedly two-thirds 
of the roughly $3 billion Kushner raised for the PE fund he formed after leaving The White House. 
 
Mistake #10 — Don’t overlook your good fortune. Pivoting quickly from the ridiculous to 
the sublime, I want to close this talk by flagging another mistake I’ve made in the past and will 
sadly but almost surely be compelled to make in the future: giving less than what Lincoln called 
a “full measure of devotion” to the compounding of capital committed irretrievably to good works.  
 
For the better part of 20 years, I did what most of you are now commendably doing and devoted 
my full energies to such compounding. It was a privilege to do so, and generally a pleasure also, 
despite some sleepless nights spent wondering how so many seemingly wise trustee groups had 
made the inexplicable decision to entrust so many billions of dollars to an investment team headed 
by me. 
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And while I’m no longer in the fortunate position most of you occupy of stewarding charitable 
assets on a full-time basis, I do get opportunities to contribute to such labors on a semi-regular 
basis, one of which catalyzed the materials comprising the remainder of my slides for today, 
starting with the one I’ve just displayed (Slide 5). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The opportunity to which I’m alluding comprised primarily a talk I gave not long ago to trustees 
and officers of a large foundation.  My mandate for this talk was to sketch means the foundation 
might employ to achieve greater alignment between its grantmaking and its investing—a tough 
task indeed given the daunting realities highlighted in Slides 6 through 9.   
 
As I click unhurriedly through these slides, you’ll see that they focus not on first order effects—
most of which are readily identifiable though not easily measured in some cases—but rather on 
lower order effects, most of which are opaque at best and notoriously difficult to measure, 
whether in isolation or combination. 
 
The penultimate slide in my deck—Slide 10—comprises a hypothetical I devised to facilitate 
fulfillment of the mandate I referenced earlier: to sketch means that well-intentioned fiduciaries 
might employ to achieve greater alignment between the disbursement of dollars to ameliorate 
presumed market failures and the deployment of dollars to exploit presumed market 
inefficiencies. 
 
  

Slide 5 
Case Study for FFOG’s Consideration 

 
• Late 2020 virtual “offsite” for a leading foundation’s key decision-makers 

focused on means the foundation might employ to achieve greater 
alignment of its grantmaking and investment programs. 

 
• My message in a nutshell: 

 
- For reasons depicted in the accompanying multi-color slides, achieving 

greater alignment is difficult at best, requiring uncommon clarity respecting 
(a) the metrics to be used to gauge success and (b) the time horizons 
over which such metrics will be applied. 

 
- Taking all relevant factors into account, the least-worst means of achieving 

substantially complete alignment between grantmaking and investing 
would be to have essentially the same people both give away money and 
invest it.  
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  Slide 6 

Intuitively Appealing Metrics Have Their Appeal ... 
 

 

Slide 7 
But Typically Beg More Questions Than They Answer ... 
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As you can see, the Game Plan I recommended (Slide 11) comprises three elements, the most 
important and controversial of which is the second, which calls for the more or less complete 
integration of grantmaking and investing.  
 
Before opening the floor for questions and pushback, I’ll note that I’ve gotten ample feedback on 
the Game Plan just referenced, with some but certainly not all foundation presidents and trustees 
who’ve pondered the Plan rather fancying the idea of combining grantmaking and investing and 

Slide 8 
Confounding Many Fiduciaries—and Paralyzing Some 

 
 

Slide 9 
Making Matters Even Worse: Pressures Vary Across and Time 
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with foundation staffers engaged full-time in one but only one of these customarily distinct 
activities uniformly and adamantly opposing it. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

Slide 10 
Mission-Aligned Investing  

A Potentially Useful Hypothetical 

Prefactual. A busy entrepreneur launches a foundation with cash equaling the 
current value of [redacted]’s endowment and seeks advice respecting two 
aspects of her new foundation’s initial modus operandi:  

• The optimal number as distinct from character of programmatic aims the 
foundation should pursue; and  

• Choiceworthy means of investing and disbursing capital in a fully aligned 
manner, i.e., with investments advancing programmatic values to the 
maximum feasible extent and with grants reflecting know-how generated by 
past and ongoing risk-taking in business and capital markets.  

Keep It Short. In 150 or fewer words, what would you advise? 

 
Slide 11 

Mission-Aligned Investing  
A Potential Game Plan for Getting It Right 

•  Less Is More. Fewer programmatic aims trump many, with a singular aim 
affording the best shot at deploying capital (human as well as financial) in 
an effective and fully aligned manner.  

•  Knowledge Is Good. Task persons charged with identifying market failures 
ameliorable through grants with a parallel duty to exploit actionable 
investment opportunities in the same or related fields. 

• Smaller Is Better. Favor newer and smaller enterprises when deploying 
capital, recycling it as rapidly as circumstances permit to reduce your odds 
of getting blindsided by developments more readily anticipated, at lower 
cost, when the focal points of ongoing diligence comprise minnows instead 
of whales.  
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I’m not sure what to say about such feedback except to note it’s consistent with an especially 
pointed passage in the book mentioned at the outset of these remarks—a passage I’ll quote at 
the risk of violating my pledge to omit talk of behavioral traps well known to most of you.  
 
I’m taking this risk because the words from The Loser’s Game I’m about to quote capture nicely 
what I perceive as the common cause of two phenomenon that trouble me no end: the 
aforementioned tendency of foundation staffers to deem true alignment of grantmaking and 
investing feasible without a fundamental rethink of how such labors get performed; and my own 
tendency to repeat certain mistakes even after giving un-Lincoln-like talks about them.   
 
“Faced with information that contradicts what they believe,” Charley Ellis writes, “human[s] tend  
to respond in one of two ways. Some [change] the information—as oysters cover an obnoxious 
grain of silica with nacre—so they can ignore the new knowledge and hold on to their former 
beliefs … [O]thers … accept the validity of the new information. Instead of changing the meaning 
of the new data to fit their old concept of reality, they adjust their perception of reality to 
accommodate the information and … put it to use.” 
 
“Psychologists,” Charley continues, “advise that the more important the old reality is to a person 
… the more insistently he will reject new evidence that conflicts with his old concept of the world. 
This behavior is particularly common among very bright people because they can so easily 
develop and articulate self-persuasive logic to justify the conclusions they want to keep.”  
 
Any of you know any people like that? Neither do I. 😀 🙏 
 
Questions? 

End of Prepared Remarks 


